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sonic. At speeds above the speed of sound application of
the same assumptions leads to the Ackeret theory (refer- e

ence 4), according to which the wing sections generate

plane sound waves of s_,all amplitude. As is well known, _
the Ackerct theory prcdicts a radical change in the prop-
erti_s of such wings on transition to supersonic velocities
an_ these changes have been verified by experiments in
supersonic wind tunnels (reference 5).

Both the Ackeret theory and the _lunk theory apply to

the case of a wing having a large span and a small chord.
The present discussion is based on assumptions similar to
those used by Ackeret and Munk but covers the opposite
extreme, namely, the wing of s'mall span and large chord.
In the latter case the flow is expected to be two-
dimensional when viewed in planes perpendicular to the

direction of motion.

A theory for the rectangular wing of small aspect
ratio has been given by Bollay (reference 6). Bollay
assumes a separated, cr discontinuous, potential flow

similar to the well-known Kirchoff flow and shows that
under' these circumstances the lift is proportional to

the square of the angle of attack. Bollay does not con-
sider the effect of compressibility. The present treat-
ment covers other plan forms and, although based on dif-
ferent assumptlons, Is not inconsistent with Bollay' s
theory in the limiting case of small angles of attack.

By limiting the plan forms to small vertex an_les;
the properties of the wings in compressible flew at high
subsonic and at supersonic speeds are also covered.:
Tsien (reference has pointed out that l_nkts airship
theory (reference7_) applies to a slender body of revo-

lution at speeds greater than sonic. The llft and moment

of such a body are not expected to change ap_eciabl7 -
With _ach number. The present:paper gl yes' _!_analye_'s of = ii_I

the low-aspect-ratlo airfoil based on elmllar'i_saumptlc_S .
and shows that little change,, of-the llft diat_Ibu_ioni_.of

an airfoil of pointed plan form
the _lach cone is to be expecte4,
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_EOP¥ FOR WINGS OF L(_I ASPECT RATIO

_he flow about an airfoil of very low aspect ratio

may be considered two-dlmensional when viewed in cross
_' peroendicular to the lon_itudlnal axis With,.ec _.LOnS . _ "

this idealization, the treatment of the low-aspect-ratlo

al ._oll becomes excgodlngly simple; formulas are obtalned
that are similar in some respects to those derived by

Muff< (reference 8) and Tsien (reference 7) for an elon-

gated bodu of revolution.

Perhaps the simplest case flrom the analytical point
of vi6w is that of the long, flat, triangular a_rfoil

travclllng polnt-foremost at a small angle of attack.
Vio':;_d fro_ a reference system at rest in the undisturbed

fluid, the flow pattern in a olane cutting the airfoil at
a distance x from the nose is the familiar two-
dhnon_ional flow caused by a flat plate having the normal

velocity Va. (See fig. 1.) Observed in this plane, the

width of the plate and hence the scale of the flow pattern

contznual!y increase as the airfoil progresses throu_,_h

the ;plans. This increase in the scale of the flow pattern

requires a local llft force _ equal to the downward

velocity Va times the local rate of incrBase of the

additional apparent mass m', or

dm '

=Va d--t"

since

d_

_y a well-known formula from two-dimensional-flow

theory, b 2

m' = _'p. dx

4
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whecc 6_/6b is a function of y. Differentiation of /

yields the equation

np= 2p_ 2 b db a
4

or

Ap _ 2 a db (}_)
q san O d.x

,_:c i,ress_re distribution tD.us s_-ows an infinite _9al:

alnng the _lopi_ st,des of the airfoil similar to the

,_re.:_sure pea!" at t!-e loading ,_.dge el a conven_._o_.al air-

_'_'' " distribution alon_ radial lines pasoin__ _thr°uE;h.±... T:le _ -

the vertex of blue triangle <lines of constant b-_2) is
uniform, however (/.'i_:.3), and the center cf pressure

coincides v:it_, the center of area.

Equatio'.u_ (i) and (-_i)show th::t the development of

lift by the _ "_"• o,4z slender airfoil de'_end_ on an .:_xpansion
of the sections in a do'.';._istream.,direction; hence a 2ca"t

cf the surface having ?_-uiioi sides _ould develoc no

lif_. Furthc±-r!ors, a d_creasLn C '.:lc.t_would, accordlng

to equation (4), reqt,.ire neis_'otive lift with ii%finit3

neL=ativz ::ressure po<_ks along tl.o cd_os of the nal-rovtcr
sections. In the act',al flow, however, the edge bel.ind

the m&:-tm_un cross section will lie in the v_scous or

turbulonb waJ(c formed over the surface 8J=ead; a_id for

this reason it will be assvmod thab the inainite oressure
difference indicated by equation ('3) cannot be developed

across these edges, it is this assumption, col-responding
to the Kutta condition, which cives the olate the .Drop-

ertles of sa_ airfoil as distinct fror._ another t_pe of

body, such as a body of revolution.

WitD, the aid of the Kutta condition, it may easily

be shown that sections of the airfoil behind the section

of great_zt width develop no llft. A potential flow

satisfyin4_ both the botu%dary conditlcn mud the Kutta con-

dition may be obt_ainod by the introduction of a fr_e sur-

face of discontiuui_,y b;hind the widest section. This

surface of discontinuity (fig. _) would be cg!_posgd of
oaraliel vortices e:.:ten_i_ downstream _rom _ne w_es_
_ection of the airfoil aJ prolongations of the vortices

$
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representing the discontinuity of potential over the for-
ward _art of the airfoil. This sheet, although possibly
wider tD.an the do_Jnstream sections of the airfoil, still

satisfies their bound_.ry condition, since the lateral

arran_ement of the vortices is such as to _ive uniform

downward velcclty equal to Va over the entire width of
the sheet including the rearward portion of the airfoil.

Since the pressure difference across _he airfoil is pro-

portional to 6_/_x and since this gradient disappears
as soon as the vortices become parallel to the stream,

no lift is developed on the rearward sections.

integration of the pressures in a chordwise direction

•from the leading edge downstremu to the widest section

will give the span load distribution and the induced drag.

The s!oan load distribution is

or, from equation (3),

6y

_rom equation (2),

vabm_ x. _: .--=--.sin e

Hence 6L/6y is elllptioa] and independent of the plan
form. With the elliptical span load t.h_ induced drag is

s mininn_m and is equal to

L2
Di _qbmax 2

(5)

A second integration of _ d_ across the widest
6y

section gives the total llft, which is

L = _V2abmax 2 (6)

D ....

, .,5.
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The lift of the slender airfoil therefore depends only

on the _',_idthand not on the area. If the llft is divided

by 10V2S

, 2

be _, then
S

and if the aspect ratio A is consldcred to

cL = y (7)

and the Induced-drag coefficien_ is

_2
_L

CDi wA

= :- (8)
j .-

From equation (8) it appears tn-_ the resultant force
t..e surface and thelies halfway between the normal to '_

normal to the air stream.

It is seen that in the case of a rectangular plan

form the simplified formula (equation (4)) gives an
infinite concentration of lift at the leading edge and

no lift elsewhere, whereas a more accurate theory would
show some distribution of the lift rearward. If the rate

of increase of the width becomes too great, the flow can-

not be expected to remain two-dlmenslonal. It can be

shown by examination of the known three-dlmensional

(nonlifting) potential flow around an elliptic disk

(reference 9), however, that the two-dimensional theory

gives a good approximation in the case of an elliptical

leading edge, which indlcates that the theory is appli-

cable over a lsa,ge range of nose shapes. In flgt_e 5 is

shown a comparison of the lift calculated by the present

theory for elliptical wings of low aspect ratio with the
results of the more accurate three-dimensional potential-

flow calculations of I(rlenes (reference lO). The results

are in good agreement up to aspect ratios approaching 1.

Aoplicatlon of equation (4) gives a center of pressure

on the elliptical plan form at one-sixth of the chord.

Wigure 6 also shows th_s value compared with va±ues ziven

by Krlenes's theory. In this respect it appears that
the agreement is not so good as for _he llft.

I
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EFFECT OF COI_PP_SSIBILITY

In order to show the effect of compressibility,

use will be made of the theory of potential flo:v with

small disturbances. Glaue_t (reference 2) and Prandtl

(reference 3) have demonstrated that, at subsonic speeds,
a distribution of potential satSsfying Lap!ace's equa-

tion will satisfy the !inearized compressible-flow equa-
tion if the distribution _(x,y,z) is foreshortened

along the direction of motion by the transformation

Xt - __ yt _ y Z_ -- Z

This fact may be applied in a calculation procedure by

starting _vith a fictitious airfoil lo_tger in the
x-directlon than the true cne a_ud calculating the poten-

tial distribution for this airfoil by methods• of incom-

pressible flow. The correct dimensions a_d correct
distributior_ of _ are then obtained when the trans-

formation is applied.

For tho long slender airfoil, the potential distri-
bution at each section is similar to that for an infi-

nitely long body; therefore 6_/_x and h_nce the local

pressures vary in inverse proportion to the length. The

foregoing calculation procedure gives a null result in
this case, since the pressures calculated for the ficti-
tious airfoil at M = 0 will be reduced in the ssr_e

ratio that the 1.en_th is increased sa_d the Lorentz trans-
formation to restore the correct ler_th will also restore

the same press,._.es as those obtained at H = 0. Since

6_/Sz is uncha_iged by the transfornlation, the no_mal

velocity component and hence the angle of attack are
unchanged also. These results can be obtained by refer-

ring directly to the linearized equation for the potential

6x 2 6y 2 6z 2

(9)

(See reference 3.) If the alr_oil _s sufficiently slender, _ _ _ I_

: _2_/6X 2 can be neglected in comparison with 6_/Bx | _i_i:i}

& ex_'ept near the ed_o;e. Since t}Iie lift is proportional _I _ I: _I _ _ _
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fie 6_/6x, the increase of the lift with _,lac}_ntumber

ca_ the_cfore be neglected in corn-carlson v';÷'' th_ "_

It is important to note that the theory of small
disturbances is not limited to subsonic velocities and

O

that, so lonz as the term <l- '_-_ in equation (9)
.. ,, J6x 2

rc:lains small, the solution in the region of the wing

will continue to b$ giver,, by _b.e Rotential (equation (2)).

_vi'dently the L_ach ntmlber c'=nnot be increased indefi-
_ Ox 2._ _ _ ,// will becomen=_e!y, for t!:en the coel'flc..e,,t of 5_

so larse that the firzt terra will no longer be ne61i-

,_-_'_DI_. _=_e required condition will be satisfied, however,

by adopt:Ln_ a _,ointed clan for_:_ v;ith tl-e vertex ansle so
small t::at the entire stu-faoe lies near the center of

thc U.ach cone (fis. ?). The condition of a small vertex

an:_ie is also necessary :Ln order that the potential dis-
tr__bution of equation (2) .ma,v ap-oiy. In th_ case of a

.- .... _ abrunt c!'_anseswins w_:_ a blunt-leading-edge plan ,o_m,
lil the fl_w arise on t....ns_t±_n to supersonic velocities,

_d potential flow of the subsonic t3_e no lon_]er exists.

The lift and lift distribution for rectangular

surfaces at supersonic spe_ds have been calculated by

$chlichting (reference ll). Figure 7 shoves the varia-
tion of lift-curve slope with _:{ach n_._Iber as obtained

from Schlichting's results for rect_ulgular wings of two

different aspect ratios oaud for the range of speeds in
TTwhich the t\vo .,.,ach cones ±rein the _ips do not reach the

t:_e wing. In the subsonic range, values givencenter of _"

by the Prandtl-Glauert rule are shown. These cua"ves are
co_,ared ,_,ith the values indicated by the oresent theory

for a triangular wing lying near the center of the llach

cone. Figure 8 shov:s the travel of the center of pres-

sure for these plan forms. It is to be noted that, with

the blunt-leadi_tg-edse p].ea_ forms, the center of pressure
travels from a point near the quarter chord to a point
near the midchord when the velocity is increased above

the speed of sound.
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TESTS OF A TRIANC-TTLAR AIRFOIL AT SUPERSO}TIC SPEED

As a test of the foregoing analysis, a small trian-

_lar airfoil in the form of a steel plate with rounded

leadin C edges was constructed and tested in the Langley

model supersonic tunnel. The tests were made at a _,_ach

ntumber of 1.75. Figure 9 shows the details of the model

and figure I0 summarizes the results of the test. At

zero mugle of attack a small lift and a small pitching

moment occur, which are presumably the result of the
camber given the airfoil by rounding off the leading edges

in the manner shown by section A-A in fi6ure 9- In

general, the results are in good agreement with the theory
if an allowance is made for this camber, as shown in

figure 10.

C 0NC LUS IONS

I. The lift of a slender, pointed airfoil moving in

the diroetlon o_ its long axis dep_nds on th_ increase
in width of the sections in a downstream direction.

Sections behind the section of maxim_uu width develop no

lift.

2. The spanwise loading of such an airfoil is inde-

pendent of the plan form and approaches the distribution

giving a minimuml induced drag.

3. The lift distribution of a oolnted airfoil

travelling point-forem6st' is relatively unaffected by
th_ compressibility ef the air below or above the speed

of sound.

9

Langley _emorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Va., _,!ay ll, 1945
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